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W

e are the parents whose children have died. We are the
grandparents who have buried grandchildren. We are the
siblings whose brothers and sisters no longer walk with us
through life. We come together as BP/USA to provide a haven where
all bereaved families can meet and share our grief journeys. We attend
monthly gatherings whenever we can and for as long as we believe
necessary. We share our fears, confusions, anger, guilt, frustrations,
emptiness and feelings of hopelessness so that hope can be found
anew. As we accept, support, comfort and encourage each other,
we demonstrate to each other that survival is possible. Together we
celebrate the lives of our children, share the joys and triumphs as well
as the love that will never fade. Together we learn how little it matters
where we live, what our color or our affluence is or what faith we
uphold as we confront the tragedies of our children’s deaths. Together,
strengthened by the bonds we forge at our gatherings, we offer what
we have learned to each other and to every more recently bereaved
family. We are the Bereaved Parents of the USA. We welcome you.

Sunday, December 2, 2012
4:00 pm

Number 4

A Candlelight
Memorial Service

Volume 35
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T

hrough
the
glass,
I touch
your face.

You, your family & friends
are invited to attend

I trace
your beauty
with my fingertip.
I close my eyes
and
imagine you
sitting
next to me.
Your head
is gently
resting
on my
shoulder
like
it used to.

Memorial Service
December 6, 2012
7:00 p.m.

Located at Blanchette Park,
St. Charles, MO

I feel your presence
with me and
I am at peace.

(Laurie wrote this as she prepared herself
for the 23rd birthday of her daughter, Jodi,
who was killed in a car accident on Jan. 24,
1999.  She found us through our website and
has joined BP/USA as a Member At Large.)

(3rd Thursday, 7-9 PM)
Prairie Edge Garden Center,
18011 Business 161 S.
Bowling Green, MO 63334
Fac: Bill & Vicki Lagemann
(573)242-3632

Bowling Green’s Sibling GROUP

(Meet time same as Bowling Green)
Fac: Wendy Koch (573)822-6123

ST. PETERS /St. Charles Group
(December 13, 7:00 PM)
Knights of Columbus Hall
5701 Hwy N, Cottleville MO
Fac: Mike & Jeanne Francisco
(636) 947–9403

St. Peters’ SIBLING GROUP

Fac: Nikki Boswell
nichole.boswell@gmail.com
(Meets same time as St Peters)

(2nd Tuesday, 7 PM)
Ingersoll Chapel in Troy
211 Boone Street
Troy, MO 63379
Fac: Cindy Morris (636)462–9961

as is customary,
bring a white rose and a candle.
For further information contact:

National SHARE office
1-800-821-6819

Parents of Murdered Children:
Meetings: 3rd Tues 7:30 p.m.

St Alexius Hospital
3933 S Broadway
Mata Weber (618) 972-0429
Butch Hartmann
(314) 487-8989

LIFE CRISIS CENTER:
(Survivors of Suicide)

2650 Olive St,
St. Louis, MO 63103
Meetings: Weds 7:00 p.m.
(314) 647-3100

Business • Facilitators

MEETING
November 14rd & December
11th,
Always a Saturday @ 9:00 AM

BJC Hospital - St. Peters
10 Hospital Drive
Room A/B
St. Peters, MO 63376
All are welcome!

WEST COUNTY Group

Call: Cindy Morris

(4th Tuesday, 7 PM)
Shaare Emeth Congregation,
11645 Ladue (Ballas & Ladue)
St. Louis MO 63141
Facs: Judy Ruby (314)994–1996
Arlene Thomason
(314) 401–2510

(636) 462–9961

Tri-County Chapter

(2nd Thursday)
First Baptist Church
402 North Missouri St
Potosi, MO 63664
Fac: Brenda Wilson
(573)438-4559

Crestwood Group

(2nd Tues. of month, 7:00pm)
Chads Coalition Building
(Formerly Montgomery Bank)
180 Crestwood Plaza.
(9200 Watson Rd.)
St. Louis, Mo. 63126
FAC: Sandy Curran
(314)518-2302
skc4pets@gmail.com

JEFFERSON COUNTY Group
(1st Thursday, 7 PM)
St Rose Catholic Church,
Miller & 3rd St
Desoto, MO
Fac: Ginny Kamp
(636)586-8559

P.A.L.S. (Parents affected by

the loss of a child by suicide)
4th Sat at 10:30 a.m.
St Lukes Hospital (141 & 40)
St. Louis, MO
*Linda Ferhmann
(314) 853-7925

Survivors of Suicide

Baue Funeral Home
620 Jefferson Street
St. Charles, Mo 63301
1st & 3rd Monday
*LF (314) 853-7925
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GRASP:(Grief Relief After

Substance Passing)
Sundays at 700pm
Harris House
8327 Broadway 63111
MaryAnn Lemonds
(314) 330-7586
malemonds@gmail.com

Open Arms* Parents Left Behind
4355 Butler Hill Rd
Fac: Kathy Myers
(636)343-5262

Bereaved Parents USA

www.bpusastl.org

—Laurie Lizotte, Bangor, ME

BOWLING GREEN Group

TROY, MO Group

If only for a
few moments,
it feels like
you’re back
where you belong.
Through
the glass,
I touch
your face
and
I remember
what you felt like.

Meeting Times and Places

ADDITIONAL MEETINGS

www.bpusast l .org
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rranging a bowl of flowers in the morning
can give a sense of quiet in a crowded day
—like writing a poem or saying a prayer.
—Anne Morrow Lindbergh

experience that shape the experience
and affect subsequent outcomes. For example, if
expressions of grief are suppressed, the grief process
itself may lead to estrangement. In a similar fashion,
the loss of a child may precipitate a sense of blame
by one or both parents, that can create a fissure that
threatens the marriage. No one in either category
reported that they and their spouses had always
grieved together. This suggests that during the
grieving process, it is important for couples to be
supportive and responsive to their partner’s grief, but
also allow them emotional space to experience their
grief on their own terms.
Blame and Guilt: Perhaps because blame has an
accusatorial tone to it, most respondents report they
never blamed their spouse for their child’s death, nor
did they perceive attributions of blame from their
spouses. Feelings of guilt, on the other hand, can
more readily and acceptably be expected to result
from the trauma of the loss of a loved one. Guilt,
more than blame, influences divorce considerations.
from page 13  
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Feelings of guilt may not be overtly expressed. This
is perhaps why respondents are less likely to report
expressions of guilt on the part of their spouse. For
those who have not considered divorce, in particular,
are much less likely to perceive expressions of guilt
from their spouse. By contrast more than half
of parents who considered divorce frequently or
sometimes perceived spousal expressions of guilt.

derived insights into divorce outcomes resulting
from the death of a child. While the number of
respondents from this national sample is thus far
small and self selected, the results nevertheless are
an improvement on the unsubstantiated assertions
which currently inform the understanding of post
mortem spousal relationships.

It is unfortunate that while coping with their grief,
parents are all too often presented with the stressful
omen that divorce is a fait accompli. For couples
who lose a child, it is important that divorce does
not appear to be the inevitable outcome that has
long been assumed. The consideration of divorce
is a far more common outcome, but relatively few
couples act on these sentiments. It is important, too,
that even divorce considerations are nowhere near
the magnitude of the common assumption of a 75%
divorce rate among couples who lose a child.

It is also important for parents to recognize that
feelings and attributions of guilt— more than
expressions of blame—will increase the likelihood
that their marriage is adversely affected. Couples
need to be supportive of their partner’s grief, without
being so overwhelming that the partner finds it
difficult to experience the unique dimensions of the
grief that both otherwise share. Couples also need
to recognize that in a society where parents assume
that their protective role will result in their children
surviving, expressions of guilt by either parent may
also jeopardize the spousal relationship.
Reprinted from Bereavement Magazine,
Bereavement Publishing Inc
grief@bereavementmag.com

—Coralease Ruff, Ph.D,, TCF/Washington, D.C.

H

olidays and other special days are times
that we miss our loved ones more acutely.
It is these family gatherings
where everyone is joyful that
make the void feel more enormous.
After suffering through my first Easter,
first Mother’s Day, my daughter’s
birthday, my birthday and all of the
other special days, I knew Christmas
would be unbearable. I didn’t know
how I could possibly survive it.

The first Christmas of my bereavement,
I wanted to keep the spirit of the season
at least for our surviving son who was
experiencing more pain than any 18-year-old
should ever have to bear. So I compromised
and decorated our home differently. I replaced
the red lamp-post bows with purple bows and
streamed blue lights on the front shrubbery
in lieu of the sparkling clear ones. This was
consistent with my blue mood. I managed
to put up our traditional Christmas tree,
all the while tears slowly fell on many of the
ornaments. I was broken-hearted.

After trying unsuccessfully to cancel the second and
third Christmases, I always made a point of inviting
someone new to join us for Christmas dinner. This
was helpful in giving me a reason to prepare for the
holiday. I also made a point of reaching out to others
through special financial contributions to charities
such as Salvation Army and Toys for Tots in memory
of our daughter. I also contributed financially to
floral arrangements at our local church in memory of
our daughter. Other bereaved individuals have
served meals at soup kitchens and homeless
shelters. One bereaved parent provides an
annual Christmas party complete with
a clown, a Santa and gifts, for all of the
children at the local Children’s Hospital
in memory of her daughter.

In retrospect,it is doing something different,
reaching out to others and establishing
new traditions that help make the season
more bearable
and lessen the
feelings
of
loss.

I also include
my daughter
in our
Christmas
celebrations by
participating
in the
Coralease, Kandy and Willie Ruff
Compassionate
Friends
Worldwide
Candle
lighting
every second
Our traditional Christmas Day dinner was not
Sunday in December. All of these activities have
something I was willing to consider. In fact, I could
been helpful when canceling Christmas was not an
not bear the thought of spending Christmas at home
option.
without Kandy, who was always the sunshine of my
life. I arranged for the three of us to leave town on
Christmas Eve, and we traveled to a nearby resort to
hideaway for the next few days.

My Christmas gift to the family was a videotape of
Kandy’s life, made especially for the occasion by a
friend. I showed it on Christmas morning, hoping it
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Now, nearly 12 years since the sudden death of our
beloved 21- year-old daughter, I still feel the pain
of her absence. However, the Christmas season no
longer holds feelings of dread. Even though
she is no longer with me physically,
she is forever in my heart.

Bereaved Parents USA

www.bpusastl.org

Parents who have considered divorce are far more
likely to express guilt feelings. Those who have not
considered divorce are more likely to have rarely or
never felt guilt. The small number of cases for those
who have considered divorce, however, makes any
conclusive interpretation difficult to make.

Conclusion: This study provides the first empirically

WHEN CANCELING
A HOLIDAY
IS NOT AN OPTION

would help ease the hurt of Kandy’s absence. None
of us really saw it. We sat like three zombies, each in
our own private hell. I did survive that dreaded first
Christmas, even though the sunshine was gone.

www.bpusast l .org
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A LETTER TO
MY FAMILY AND FRIENDS

T

he following idea for a letter to family and friends
could be used either in its entirety or just in part to
your own family and friends. It is written looking for
understanding during the holidays but could be could
be modified for use at any time of the year.
Dear Family and Friends:

Thank you for not expecting too much from us this holiday season.

4

The absence of our child when the “whole family” gathers seems to
accentuate our incomplete family. It is difficult to cope with the “spirit”
of the holidays on the radio, TV, in the newspapers and stores. We will
need the patience and understanding of our family and friends to help
us through the holidays as best we can.
Our family traditions may be too painful for us to continue this year.
We may want to change the way we spend Thanksgiving, Christmas, or
Hanukkah. Please understand this and maybe some time in the future
we will have these traditions again. Whatever our thoughts are for
coping
with the day, please take our feelings into consideration
when you make your plans.

Our
family
traditions may
be too painful for
us to continue
this year.

Please allow us to talk about our child, if we feel
a need. Perhaps the single most helpful thing
you can do for us is to include our child in the
holidays. We want to hear his/her name, to
have you recall fond memories of their lives,
to know that you, too, are feeling their absence
and remembering them with love.

Love... a bereaved parent/
family

considerations.

Finally, since research subjects
in this study are individuals
who have read a grief support
publication, or who have
attended grief support
conferences, it is assumed that
most respondents are parents
who have sought counseling
following their child’s death. It
is expected that counseling is
a mitigating factor in divorce
considerations.

Research subjects were obtained
from two sources. First included
are volunteers who responded
to a call for participation posted
in Bereavement Magazine,
a national grief support
publication. Other subjects are
volunteers who attended chapter
meetings and/or conferences of
various national grief support
organizations, including The
Compassionate FrIends, Parents
of Murdered Children, Sudden
Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS)
and Share, a pregnancy and
infant-loss support group.
Since the sample is comprised
of volunteers to a call for
participation, interpretation
of the results must include the
recognition of self selection bias.

Description of the Sample: In

general, the sample population
is female, more educated, of
higher income and older, with an
average age of forty-five. Of the
253 completed surveys, 37% were
returned by fathers. The relative
absence of fathers in the sample
may be an indication of a social
proscription which restrains
males from overt displays of

emotion. They are less likely to
seek assistance for emotional
stress.
The more highly educated are
also more likely to be represented,
with more than half of the sample
reporting to have a college degree
or post graduate education.
Finally the sample population
is decidedly high income, with
somewhat more than half
(51%) of respondents reporting
household income at the time of
their child’s death of more than
$50,000.
In a similar fashion individuals
with lower incomes and
education generally lack the
resources to acquire assistance
for emotional stress, even if they
are inclined to seek it. This is
unfortunate, because there is no
difference in the manner in which
individuals of different social
classes grieve (Rando, 1984:69),
only in how they are able to deal
with it.

Frequency of Divorce:Only 9% of

respondents divorced following
their child’s death. 24% of the
remaining respondents had
considered divorce but had not
actually done so. Instead of
serving as a catalyst to separate,
it would seem that a child’s death
can actually serve to draw couples
together.

Findings: The majority of

respondents reported that both
they and their spouses had sought
counseling after their child’s
death.
Notably, respondents who have
not considered divorce are less
likely to have sought counseling

than those who had considered
divorce. This may indicate that
couples whose relationships
is strong are somewhat less in
need of outside counseling than
couples whose relationship is
more vulnerable.

Familial Relationships: Perhaps

because parents were asked to
assess their prior relationship
with a child whose death has
evoked some measure of grief,
no association, is found between
perceptions of the parent-

child relationship and divorce
considerations. Notable as well
are the changes in perceptions
of the marital relationship
subsequent to the child’s death.
Examining the shift in each
parent’s perception prior to and
subsequent to the death provides
a clearer image the impact of
that death on marital relations.
Almost one third of parents who
have considered divorce sustained
negative relationships with their
spouses following the deaths of
their children, while nearly half
had positive relationships that
worsened following the child’s
death.
Grieving: Beyond family
relationships, there are social
psychological dimensions to the
bereavement continued page 14

Bereaved Parents USA
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As
we
work
through
our grief, we will need
your patience and support,
especially during these
holiday times and the
“special” days throughout
the year. Thank you for not
expecting too much from
us this holiday season.

from 10
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Death
is
nothing

Telephone Friends
Accident, Automobile:
Katie VerHagen.................................... (314) 576-5018

Accident, Non Vehicular:

Bill Lagemann......................................(573) 242-3632

I have only slipped away
into the next room.
I am I and you are you;
Whatever we were to each other,
that we are still.

Grandparent:

Call me by my old familiar name
speak to me in the easy way
which you always used
put no difference into your tone
wear no forced air of solemnity or sorrow.

Child with Disability:

Laugh as we always laughed at the little jokes
we enjoyed together.

Adult Sibling:

Mark VerHagen.................................... (314) 726-5300

Drugs or Alcohol:

Patrick Dodd.........................................(314) 575-4178
Margaret Gerner....................................(636) 978-2368
Lois Brockmeyer................................... (314) 843-8391

Illness, Short Term:
Jean & Art Taylor................................. (314) 725-2412

Illinois Contact:

Barb Blanton........................................ (314)-303-8973

Jefferson County Contact:
Sandy Brungardt.................................. (314) 954–2410

play, smile, think of me, pray for me.
Let my name be forever the household word it
always was,
Let it be spoken without an effort
without the ghost of a shadow on it.

Only Child:

I am but waiting for you, for an interval,
somewhere very near, just around the corner...

Mary Murphy....................................... (314) 822-7448

Suicide:

Sandy Curran....................................... (314) 518-2302

Single Parent:

Mary Murphy .......................................(314) 822-7448

—Orlena Lackenbauer,  Pleasant Hill, CA

T

—Mary Beth Adomaitis

All is well.
Henry Scott Holland (1847-1918)
Canon of St . Paul’s Cathedral

It has been five years since I pressed my solar plexus hard into the
corner of my kitchen counter and howled in order to force out
the horror and agony of the news just delivered by the police. The
physical sensations produced by this realization that my precious, beautiful,
funny, talented only child and best friend is dead was indescribable. Just
like the intense sensation of unexpectedly slicing yourself open, the shock
and pain fades over time and healing does occur. Everyone has a different
approach to dealing with their wounds. Some ignore it and hope it will go
away by itself. Others may apply soothing treatments, drugs and therapy.
I immediately found comfort in learning all I could about what happened
to him. Not how or why he died, but what is he experiencing now that he
has crossed into the dimension of Spirit? In my search I found accounts by
mediums who confirmed the ongoing life of the deceased as they consoled
the loved one.

There are many
ways to cope
with grief at
Christmas,
from holding
a graveside
memorial service
to doing nothing

5

at all.
http://dying.lovetoknow.
com/Grief_at_Christmas

The books that most consoled me and inspired me to see life with greater joy
and peace were not written my mediums. One book “Testimony of Light”
by Helen Greaves, a psychic nun whose best friend and fellow psychic died
and psychically communicated her death experience and what she is doing
on the next plane. Another author is Michael Newton, a Phd. hypnotist
who has regressed hundreds of clients back to a previous life, through their
death experience and what they did in that dimension. The consistent
descriptions by all these people, regardless of their earthly religious beliefs
or philosophies, show a vast multiple dimensional world of ongoing learning
and play and connection with other souls through thousands of lifetimes.
You can watch his interview on YouTube. Finally, I had a personal session
with a famous medium who communicated with my deceased family
members confirming information that she could never have known. They
told me things I never asked about but had only wondered. Their spirits
knew my mind and heart. Plus I have had several unexplainable experiences
that convinced me of their presence. This without a doubt has permanently
altered my world paradigm and given me great joy to absolutely KNOW
without a doubt that life is infinite and I am never separated from my
spiritual family .
May you each find your way to truths that heal, console and liberate you
from the grip of grief, fear and regret. We have such a short time here, may
we learn to use it in LOVE.

Bereaved Parents USA
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Murder:

Life means all that it ever meant,
It is the same as it always was;
there is absolutely unbroken continuity.

Mata Weber...........................................(618) 972-0429
Butch Hartmann.................................. (314) 487-8989

Grief
at
Christmas

o my fellow parents..

:
Linda Ferhmann....................................(314) 878-0890
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at all

Recovery and
Life After Death

www.bpusast l .org
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St Louis Bulletin Board Newsletter’s

M ark your calendar
 Candlelight

December 2, 2012 at Sharre Emeth

 Workshop -

March 23, 2013 at The Machinists Hall

6

 2013 National Gathering

July 25–26, 2013 Sacramento, California

Honor your Child  

Support

Renewal Notice
coming soon.

art of BPUSA StL’s
commitment to you is to be
the space where our parents
and families communicate.
Printed in your newsletter are articles
to educate and ones that are private
expressions of writers.
We offer their writings only for your
reflection. Sometimes observing nature or
establishing routines signal solace to the writer.
Often they turn to religion or spirituality for
comfort and guidance.
shares these insights not only for
your contemplation but also to acknowledge
our community’s many and rich sources for
strength and hope.  

The St. Louis Chapter of BPUSA offers three ways to
honor your child while supporting the good works of
.


Make a $20.00
donation and your child’s picture will grace our
Homepage and have a link to your child’s vitual
memorial.


For a donation your child’s
picture will appear on the Love Gifts page.

For any of above, insure that your child’s picture and
angel dates are in
database. If not, mail
one to our PO Box or EMAIL: bpusastl@gmail.com.

M

—Scott Mastley, Duluth, GA
y mother paged me while I was at
work this afternoon, and I called
her at home. She asked if I would
like to go see a movie. Her question
triggered many thought waves. I wanted to go with
her, to be with her, but I couldn’t just leave work. I
wish I could have protected her from the loneliness.
She was having a rough day like me, and I needed
to talk. How was dad at work? Was he struggling to
perform like me? Did he have to concentrate to finish
anything?
I regret not doing what is most important. I should
have talked with my boss and left work to be with my
mother when she wanted to spend time with me. I feel
great sympathy for my parents, but I have to admit that
I don’t grieve with them. We don’t grieve together. We
talk about it, but we usually grieve on our own. I’m
guilty of trying to protect them in the same way that
my friends try to protect me.
My parents say,
We are here for you. Call us when you need us.

Newsletter Submissions
Cut off date for
Jan Feb
December 20th

Send your submission to:
Newsletter
PO BOX 1115
St. Peters, MO 63376
bpusastl@gmail.com

If sending picturer include a
self addressed stamped envelope
and make checks payable to
Thankyou!

I say,
I know. I will.
They say,
You haven’t. You know we think about it every
day, all the time. We can talk about it.
I say,
I don’t want to be depressing.
They say,
You can be depressing with us.
It is depressing.
I say,
I know. I know. I’m here for you too.
I just don’t want to come out there and cry.
I want to be positive.
I think about how I always say ‘it’ referring to the car
accident, to Chris’ death. I should say ‘him’. I say ‘it’

because the accident took his life; it was the turning
point. I am really talking about Chris, his life, and his
absence.
I’m tired of thinking about the accident, picturing the
scene, remembering Chris’ last words, and imagining
him as he arrived at the hospital. These things are too
painful. It is hard to say that Chris died or that he
is dead. If I say that he died, in my mind, it implies
that he was sick or weak and that he could not sustain
himself any longer. He was vibrant and healthy and
full of life. The life didn’t leave him on
its’ own; it was knocked out of him in
a car accident.
I know that there are people who are
walking along the street when they
suddenly die. They were also vibrant
and full of life. This is just an example
of one of our little struggles. I hear
surviving siblings say, ‘My brother
was killed in a car accident. A tumor
killed my sister. My little brother lost his life to an
accidental drug overdose. My big sister didn’t make
it through surgery.’ We generally prefer to say that
something is responsible for taking the life of our
sibling. Saying that he died on a Monday doesn’t place
accountability for his death on any event. If the event
had not occurred, our siblings would still be here, so
we feel a need to mention the event in connection
with the death.
It is difficult to say that my brother is dead. It is
shocking to hear myself say it. The word is final and
leaves no questions. It lets you know that Chris is
gone forever. He’s not going to show up later in the
evening. He is not going to call. He is not going to
write a letter. He is dead. I hate to say it. He did die
and is dead, but I squirm when I say it like that. It is so
matter of fact.
(Reprinted with permission survivingasibling.com; reprinted
from TCF Atlanta June/July/August 2003 newsletter, http://
www.tcfatlanta.org/JuneJulyAug2003.html)

Bereaved Parents USA
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Simply join a group
and your child’s picture will be added to
“Meet Our Children.” In addition, make a $10.00
donation to submit a one page story that links to
your child’s picture.

Sibling
Page
Certain Words

www.bpusast l .org
10
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Bereaved Parents and
Divorce
—Dr Mark Hardt Ph.D. & Dannette Carroll

Note: Finally, we have a statistically responsible study that

shows accurate data for bereaved parents. This article is a
summary of the recent study done by Dr. Mark Hardt and
Dannette Carroll of Billing, MT. Their full report including
percentages and tables can be obtained by calling Dr. Hardt at
Montana State University-Billings at (406) 657-2991 or fax him at
(406) 657-2187.

T

he death of a child is such an unusual and
unexpected event that the consequences
of such a loss will be particularly severe.
This is especially the case when the death
involves youngsters who are normally expected
to under the protective care of their parents.
Child mortality can come at any age, and given
the expectation that children should outlive their
parents, the impact of child death at any age can
be especially severe. Once one assumes the role of
parent, she/he is, for all intents and purposes, always
a parent.

Methods: To assess the commonality of divorce as an

outcome, a survey was administered to parents who
had lost a child. Respondents were asked if they had
divorced subsequent to their child’s death. Parents
who had not divorced were asked whether they had
considered divorce
Instead of serving as a following their child’s
death. If they responded
catalyst to separate,
yes to either question,
it would seem
parents were asked how
after the death they
that a child’s death can long
had done so.

actually serve to draw
couples together.

Questions were also
asked concerning the
bereavement experience.
The first of these
questions asked whether
the respondents
grieved alone or together,
the expectation being
divorce considerations
are more likely when
the bereavement
experience is less
shared with the
marital partner.

The final questions
examined in this study
concern perceptions of blame and guilt. Using a
four-point scale, respondents were asked whether
Unfortunately, many marriage counselors,
they frequently (1) or never (4) blamed their spouses
bereavement therapists and scholars came to accept
for their child’s death. A follow-upquestion asked
that statistic as fact. Others attempted to measure the
whether respondents felt their spouses blamed them
incidence of divorce. Unfortunately their statistics
for the death.
are based on anecdotal evidence or a small number of
The same scale was used to assess feelings of guilt
focused interviews. A regrettable practical outcome
by the respondents. The expectation with these
of these statistics is that family counselors are left in
a position of not knowing the kinds of problems that questions is that attributions of blame or guilt have
an adverse impact on marital stability, and are thus
couples potentially face or how to advise adequately
more likely to lead to divorce
advise them.
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In any case, the death of a child can
eventually lead to emotional estrangement,
apathy, and indifference toward the
marriage. In 1977 a bereaved parent
wishing to illustrate the need for a
formal examination of the risk of
parental divorce subsequent to the
death of a child guess-timated that
75% of such parents eventually divorce
within months of the death (Schiff, 1977). The
figure is not derived from any empirical evidence; it
was meant to illustrate a need for analysis.

There is a paucity of evidence to either support or
refute the widely accepted contention that a strong
relationship exists between the death of a child and
divorce. This study thus represents the first attempt
to empirically examine the likelihood of divorce
being an outcome of the death of a child
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Footprints
Some people
come into our lives
and quickly go…
Some stay for a while
and leave
footprints
in our hearts,
and we are
never,
ever the same...
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In Memory of

Brian Turnbough

December 2, 1979— September 30, 2002

You have been loved and
missed everyday for 10 years  
—Paulette Turnbough

—Dennis Klass, St. Louis, MO

“W

e are alike, at
the same time
we are very
unlike.”

“Our stories are different, our
solutions are different, our ways of
handling grief are different; but we are
alike in that we all hurt to the depths
of our capacity to hurt, we experience
many of the grief symptoms alike, and
we are alike in our need for help.”
“While we cannot give each other
definite answers or take away each
other’s pain, we can help each other
by simply being there and listening to
each other.”

In Memory of

John C. Long IV

November 10, 1963— April 25, 1992

If love could have saved you,
you would have lived forever.
Happy Birthday.
Again you will be missed for the Holidays.
Love always, Mom & Bill
—Shirley & Bill Baumann
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Bereaved Parents and
Divorce
—Dr Mark Hardt Ph.D. & Dannette Carroll

Note: Finally, we have a statistically responsible study that

shows accurate data for bereaved parents. This article is a
summary of the recent study done by Dr. Mark Hardt and
Dannette Carroll of Billing, MT. Their full report including
percentages and tables can be obtained by calling Dr. Hardt at
Montana State University-Billings at (406) 657-2991 or fax him at
(406) 657-2187.

T

he death of a child is such an unusual and
unexpected event that the consequences
of such a loss will be particularly severe.
This is especially the case when the death
involves youngsters who are normally expected
to under the protective care of their parents.
Child mortality can come at any age, and given
the expectation that children should outlive their
parents, the impact of child death at any age can
be especially severe. Once one assumes the role of
parent, she/he is, for all intents and purposes, always
a parent.

Methods: To assess the commonality of divorce as an

outcome, a survey was administered to parents who
had lost a child. Respondents were asked if they had
divorced subsequent to their child’s death. Parents
who had not divorced were asked whether they had
considered divorce
Instead of serving as a following their child’s
death. If they responded
catalyst to separate,
yes to either question,
it would seem
parents were asked how
after the death they
that a child’s death can long
had done so.

actually serve to draw
couples together.

Questions were also
asked concerning the
bereavement experience.
The first of these
questions asked whether
the respondents
grieved alone or together,
the expectation being
divorce considerations
are more likely when
the bereavement
experience is less
shared with the
marital partner.

The final questions
examined in this study
concern perceptions of blame and guilt. Using a
four-point scale, respondents were asked whether
Unfortunately, many marriage counselors,
they frequently (1) or never (4) blamed their spouses
bereavement therapists and scholars came to accept
for their child’s death. A follow-upquestion asked
that statistic as fact. Others attempted to measure the
whether respondents felt their spouses blamed them
incidence of divorce. Unfortunately their statistics
for the death.
are based on anecdotal evidence or a small number of
The same scale was used to assess feelings of guilt
focused interviews. A regrettable practical outcome
by the respondents. The expectation with these
of these statistics is that family counselors are left in
a position of not knowing the kinds of problems that questions is that attributions of blame or guilt have
an adverse impact on marital stability, and are thus
couples potentially face or how to advise adequately
more likely to lead to divorce
advise them.
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parental divorce subsequent to the
death of a child guess-timated that
75% of such parents eventually divorce
within months of the death (Schiff, 1977). The
figure is not derived from any empirical evidence; it
was meant to illustrate a need for analysis.
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St Louis Bulletin Board Newsletter’s

M ark your calendar
 Candlelight

December 2, 2012 at Sharre Emeth

 Workshop -

March 23, 2013 at The Machinists Hall

6

 2013 National Gathering

July 25–26, 2013 Sacramento, California

Honor your Child  

Support

Renewal Notice
coming soon.

art of BPUSA StL’s
commitment to you is to be
the space where our parents
and families communicate.
Printed in your newsletter are articles
to educate and ones that are private
expressions of writers.
We offer their writings only for your
reflection. Sometimes observing nature or
establishing routines signal solace to the writer.
Often they turn to religion or spirituality for
comfort and guidance.
shares these insights not only for
your contemplation but also to acknowledge
our community’s many and rich sources for
strength and hope.  

The St. Louis Chapter of BPUSA offers three ways to
honor your child while supporting the good works of
.


Make a $20.00
donation and your child’s picture will grace our
Homepage and have a link to your child’s vitual
memorial.


For a donation your child’s
picture will appear on the Love Gifts page.

For any of above, insure that your child’s picture and
angel dates are in
database. If not, mail
one to our PO Box or EMAIL: bpusastl@gmail.com.

M

—Scott Mastley, Duluth, GA
y mother paged me while I was at
work this afternoon, and I called
her at home. She asked if I would
like to go see a movie. Her question
triggered many thought waves. I wanted to go with
her, to be with her, but I couldn’t just leave work. I
wish I could have protected her from the loneliness.
She was having a rough day like me, and I needed
to talk. How was dad at work? Was he struggling to
perform like me? Did he have to concentrate to finish
anything?
I regret not doing what is most important. I should
have talked with my boss and left work to be with my
mother when she wanted to spend time with me. I feel
great sympathy for my parents, but I have to admit that
I don’t grieve with them. We don’t grieve together. We
talk about it, but we usually grieve on our own. I’m
guilty of trying to protect them in the same way that
my friends try to protect me.
My parents say,
We are here for you. Call us when you need us.

Newsletter Submissions
Cut off date for
Jan Feb
December 20th

Send your submission to:
Newsletter
PO BOX 1115
St. Peters, MO 63376
bpusastl@gmail.com

If sending picturer include a
self addressed stamped envelope
and make checks payable to
Thankyou!

I say,
I know. I will.
They say,
You haven’t. You know we think about it every
day, all the time. We can talk about it.
I say,
I don’t want to be depressing.
They say,
You can be depressing with us.
It is depressing.
I say,
I know. I know. I’m here for you too.
I just don’t want to come out there and cry.
I want to be positive.
I think about how I always say ‘it’ referring to the car
accident, to Chris’ death. I should say ‘him’. I say ‘it’

because the accident took his life; it was the turning
point. I am really talking about Chris, his life, and his
absence.
I’m tired of thinking about the accident, picturing the
scene, remembering Chris’ last words, and imagining
him as he arrived at the hospital. These things are too
painful. It is hard to say that Chris died or that he
is dead. If I say that he died, in my mind, it implies
that he was sick or weak and that he could not sustain
himself any longer. He was vibrant and healthy and
full of life. The life didn’t leave him on
its’ own; it was knocked out of him in
a car accident.
I know that there are people who are
walking along the street when they
suddenly die. They were also vibrant
and full of life. This is just an example
of one of our little struggles. I hear
surviving siblings say, ‘My brother
was killed in a car accident. A tumor
killed my sister. My little brother lost his life to an
accidental drug overdose. My big sister didn’t make
it through surgery.’ We generally prefer to say that
something is responsible for taking the life of our
sibling. Saying that he died on a Monday doesn’t place
accountability for his death on any event. If the event
had not occurred, our siblings would still be here, so
we feel a need to mention the event in connection
with the death.
It is difficult to say that my brother is dead. It is
shocking to hear myself say it. The word is final and
leaves no questions. It lets you know that Chris is
gone forever. He’s not going to show up later in the
evening. He is not going to call. He is not going to
write a letter. He is dead. I hate to say it. He did die
and is dead, but I squirm when I say it like that. It is so
matter of fact.
(Reprinted with permission survivingasibling.com; reprinted
from TCF Atlanta June/July/August 2003 newsletter, http://
www.tcfatlanta.org/JuneJulyAug2003.html)
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Simply join a group
and your child’s picture will be added to
“Meet Our Children.” In addition, make a $10.00
donation to submit a one page story that links to
your child’s picture.

Sibling
Page
Certain Words

www.bpusast l .org
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Death
is
nothing

Telephone Friends
Accident, Automobile:
Katie VerHagen.................................... (314) 576-5018

Accident, Non Vehicular:

Bill Lagemann......................................(573) 242-3632

I have only slipped away
into the next room.
I am I and you are you;
Whatever we were to each other,
that we are still.

Grandparent:

Call me by my old familiar name
speak to me in the easy way
which you always used
put no difference into your tone
wear no forced air of solemnity or sorrow.

Child with Disability:

Laugh as we always laughed at the little jokes
we enjoyed together.

Adult Sibling:

Mark VerHagen.................................... (314) 726-5300

Drugs or Alcohol:

Patrick Dodd.........................................(314) 575-4178
Margaret Gerner....................................(636) 978-2368
Lois Brockmeyer................................... (314) 843-8391

Illness, Short Term:
Jean & Art Taylor................................. (314) 725-2412

Illinois Contact:

Barb Blanton........................................ (314)-303-8973

Jefferson County Contact:
Sandy Brungardt.................................. (314) 954–2410

play, smile, think of me, pray for me.
Let my name be forever the household word it
always was,
Let it be spoken without an effort
without the ghost of a shadow on it.

Only Child:

I am but waiting for you, for an interval,
somewhere very near, just around the corner...

Mary Murphy....................................... (314) 822-7448

Suicide:

Sandy Curran....................................... (314) 518-2302

Single Parent:

Mary Murphy .......................................(314) 822-7448

—Orlena Lackenbauer,  Pleasant Hill, CA

T

—Mary Beth Adomaitis

All is well.
Henry Scott Holland (1847-1918)
Canon of St . Paul’s Cathedral

It has been five years since I pressed my solar plexus hard into the
corner of my kitchen counter and howled in order to force out
the horror and agony of the news just delivered by the police. The
physical sensations produced by this realization that my precious, beautiful,
funny, talented only child and best friend is dead was indescribable. Just
like the intense sensation of unexpectedly slicing yourself open, the shock
and pain fades over time and healing does occur. Everyone has a different
approach to dealing with their wounds. Some ignore it and hope it will go
away by itself. Others may apply soothing treatments, drugs and therapy.
I immediately found comfort in learning all I could about what happened
to him. Not how or why he died, but what is he experiencing now that he
has crossed into the dimension of Spirit? In my search I found accounts by
mediums who confirmed the ongoing life of the deceased as they consoled
the loved one.

There are many
ways to cope
with grief at
Christmas,
from holding
a graveside
memorial service
to doing nothing

5

at all.
http://dying.lovetoknow.
com/Grief_at_Christmas

The books that most consoled me and inspired me to see life with greater joy
and peace were not written my mediums. One book “Testimony of Light”
by Helen Greaves, a psychic nun whose best friend and fellow psychic died
and psychically communicated her death experience and what she is doing
on the next plane. Another author is Michael Newton, a Phd. hypnotist
who has regressed hundreds of clients back to a previous life, through their
death experience and what they did in that dimension. The consistent
descriptions by all these people, regardless of their earthly religious beliefs
or philosophies, show a vast multiple dimensional world of ongoing learning
and play and connection with other souls through thousands of lifetimes.
You can watch his interview on YouTube. Finally, I had a personal session
with a famous medium who communicated with my deceased family
members confirming information that she could never have known. They
told me things I never asked about but had only wondered. Their spirits
knew my mind and heart. Plus I have had several unexplainable experiences
that convinced me of their presence. This without a doubt has permanently
altered my world paradigm and given me great joy to absolutely KNOW
without a doubt that life is infinite and I am never separated from my
spiritual family .
May you each find your way to truths that heal, console and liberate you
from the grip of grief, fear and regret. We have such a short time here, may
we learn to use it in LOVE.
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Murder:

Life means all that it ever meant,
It is the same as it always was;
there is absolutely unbroken continuity.

Mata Weber...........................................(618) 972-0429
Butch Hartmann.................................. (314) 487-8989

Grief
at
Christmas

o my fellow parents..

:
Linda Ferhmann....................................(314) 878-0890
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at all

Recovery and
Life After Death
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A LETTER TO
MY FAMILY AND FRIENDS

T

he following idea for a letter to family and friends
could be used either in its entirety or just in part to
your own family and friends. It is written looking for
understanding during the holidays but could be could
be modified for use at any time of the year.
Dear Family and Friends:

Thank you for not expecting too much from us this holiday season.

4

The absence of our child when the “whole family” gathers seems to
accentuate our incomplete family. It is difficult to cope with the “spirit”
of the holidays on the radio, TV, in the newspapers and stores. We will
need the patience and understanding of our family and friends to help
us through the holidays as best we can.
Our family traditions may be too painful for us to continue this year.
We may want to change the way we spend Thanksgiving, Christmas, or
Hanukkah. Please understand this and maybe some time in the future
we will have these traditions again. Whatever our thoughts are for
coping
with the day, please take our feelings into consideration
when you make your plans.

Our
family
traditions may
be too painful for
us to continue
this year.

Please allow us to talk about our child, if we feel
a need. Perhaps the single most helpful thing
you can do for us is to include our child in the
holidays. We want to hear his/her name, to
have you recall fond memories of their lives,
to know that you, too, are feeling their absence
and remembering them with love.

Love... a bereaved parent/
family

considerations.

Finally, since research subjects
in this study are individuals
who have read a grief support
publication, or who have
attended grief support
conferences, it is assumed that
most respondents are parents
who have sought counseling
following their child’s death. It
is expected that counseling is
a mitigating factor in divorce
considerations.

Research subjects were obtained
from two sources. First included
are volunteers who responded
to a call for participation posted
in Bereavement Magazine,
a national grief support
publication. Other subjects are
volunteers who attended chapter
meetings and/or conferences of
various national grief support
organizations, including The
Compassionate FrIends, Parents
of Murdered Children, Sudden
Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS)
and Share, a pregnancy and
infant-loss support group.
Since the sample is comprised
of volunteers to a call for
participation, interpretation
of the results must include the
recognition of self selection bias.

Description of the Sample: In

general, the sample population
is female, more educated, of
higher income and older, with an
average age of forty-five. Of the
253 completed surveys, 37% were
returned by fathers. The relative
absence of fathers in the sample
may be an indication of a social
proscription which restrains
males from overt displays of

emotion. They are less likely to
seek assistance for emotional
stress.
The more highly educated are
also more likely to be represented,
with more than half of the sample
reporting to have a college degree
or post graduate education.
Finally the sample population
is decidedly high income, with
somewhat more than half
(51%) of respondents reporting
household income at the time of
their child’s death of more than
$50,000.
In a similar fashion individuals
with lower incomes and
education generally lack the
resources to acquire assistance
for emotional stress, even if they
are inclined to seek it. This is
unfortunate, because there is no
difference in the manner in which
individuals of different social
classes grieve (Rando, 1984:69),
only in how they are able to deal
with it.

Frequency of Divorce:Only 9% of

respondents divorced following
their child’s death. 24% of the
remaining respondents had
considered divorce but had not
actually done so. Instead of
serving as a catalyst to separate,
it would seem that a child’s death
can actually serve to draw couples
together.

Findings: The majority of

respondents reported that both
they and their spouses had sought
counseling after their child’s
death.
Notably, respondents who have
not considered divorce are less
likely to have sought counseling

than those who had considered
divorce. This may indicate that
couples whose relationships
is strong are somewhat less in
need of outside counseling than
couples whose relationship is
more vulnerable.

Familial Relationships: Perhaps

because parents were asked to
assess their prior relationship
with a child whose death has
evoked some measure of grief,
no association, is found between
perceptions of the parent-

child relationship and divorce
considerations. Notable as well
are the changes in perceptions
of the marital relationship
subsequent to the child’s death.
Examining the shift in each
parent’s perception prior to and
subsequent to the death provides
a clearer image the impact of
that death on marital relations.
Almost one third of parents who
have considered divorce sustained
negative relationships with their
spouses following the deaths of
their children, while nearly half
had positive relationships that
worsened following the child’s
death.
Grieving: Beyond family
relationships, there are social
psychological dimensions to the
bereavement continued page 14
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As
we
work
through
our grief, we will need
your patience and support,
especially during these
holiday times and the
“special” days throughout
the year. Thank you for not
expecting too much from
us this holiday season.

from 10
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rranging a bowl of flowers in the morning
can give a sense of quiet in a crowded day
—like writing a poem or saying a prayer.
—Anne Morrow Lindbergh

experience that shape the experience
and affect subsequent outcomes. For example, if
expressions of grief are suppressed, the grief process
itself may lead to estrangement. In a similar fashion,
the loss of a child may precipitate a sense of blame
by one or both parents, that can create a fissure that
threatens the marriage. No one in either category
reported that they and their spouses had always
grieved together. This suggests that during the
grieving process, it is important for couples to be
supportive and responsive to their partner’s grief, but
also allow them emotional space to experience their
grief on their own terms.
Blame and Guilt: Perhaps because blame has an
accusatorial tone to it, most respondents report they
never blamed their spouse for their child’s death, nor
did they perceive attributions of blame from their
spouses. Feelings of guilt, on the other hand, can
more readily and acceptably be expected to result
from the trauma of the loss of a loved one. Guilt,
more than blame, influences divorce considerations.
from page 13  

14

Feelings of guilt may not be overtly expressed. This
is perhaps why respondents are less likely to report
expressions of guilt on the part of their spouse. For
those who have not considered divorce, in particular,
are much less likely to perceive expressions of guilt
from their spouse. By contrast more than half
of parents who considered divorce frequently or
sometimes perceived spousal expressions of guilt.

derived insights into divorce outcomes resulting
from the death of a child. While the number of
respondents from this national sample is thus far
small and self selected, the results nevertheless are
an improvement on the unsubstantiated assertions
which currently inform the understanding of post
mortem spousal relationships.

It is unfortunate that while coping with their grief,
parents are all too often presented with the stressful
omen that divorce is a fait accompli. For couples
who lose a child, it is important that divorce does
not appear to be the inevitable outcome that has
long been assumed. The consideration of divorce
is a far more common outcome, but relatively few
couples act on these sentiments. It is important, too,
that even divorce considerations are nowhere near
the magnitude of the common assumption of a 75%
divorce rate among couples who lose a child.

It is also important for parents to recognize that
feelings and attributions of guilt— more than
expressions of blame—will increase the likelihood
that their marriage is adversely affected. Couples
need to be supportive of their partner’s grief, without
being so overwhelming that the partner finds it
difficult to experience the unique dimensions of the
grief that both otherwise share. Couples also need
to recognize that in a society where parents assume
that their protective role will result in their children
surviving, expressions of guilt by either parent may
also jeopardize the spousal relationship.
Reprinted from Bereavement Magazine,
Bereavement Publishing Inc
grief@bereavementmag.com

—Coralease Ruff, Ph.D,, TCF/Washington, D.C.

H

olidays and other special days are times
that we miss our loved ones more acutely.
It is these family gatherings
where everyone is joyful that
make the void feel more enormous.
After suffering through my first Easter,
first Mother’s Day, my daughter’s
birthday, my birthday and all of the
other special days, I knew Christmas
would be unbearable. I didn’t know
how I could possibly survive it.

The first Christmas of my bereavement,
I wanted to keep the spirit of the season
at least for our surviving son who was
experiencing more pain than any 18-year-old
should ever have to bear. So I compromised
and decorated our home differently. I replaced
the red lamp-post bows with purple bows and
streamed blue lights on the front shrubbery
in lieu of the sparkling clear ones. This was
consistent with my blue mood. I managed
to put up our traditional Christmas tree,
all the while tears slowly fell on many of the
ornaments. I was broken-hearted.

After trying unsuccessfully to cancel the second and
third Christmases, I always made a point of inviting
someone new to join us for Christmas dinner. This
was helpful in giving me a reason to prepare for the
holiday. I also made a point of reaching out to others
through special financial contributions to charities
such as Salvation Army and Toys for Tots in memory
of our daughter. I also contributed financially to
floral arrangements at our local church in memory of
our daughter. Other bereaved individuals have
served meals at soup kitchens and homeless
shelters. One bereaved parent provides an
annual Christmas party complete with
a clown, a Santa and gifts, for all of the
children at the local Children’s Hospital
in memory of her daughter.

In retrospect,it is doing something different,
reaching out to others and establishing
new traditions that help make the season
more bearable
and lessen the
feelings
of
loss.

I also include
my daughter
in our
Christmas
celebrations by
participating
in the
Coralease, Kandy and Willie Ruff
Compassionate
Friends
Worldwide
Candle
lighting
every second
Our traditional Christmas Day dinner was not
Sunday in December. All of these activities have
something I was willing to consider. In fact, I could
been helpful when canceling Christmas was not an
not bear the thought of spending Christmas at home
option.
without Kandy, who was always the sunshine of my
life. I arranged for the three of us to leave town on
Christmas Eve, and we traveled to a nearby resort to
hideaway for the next few days.

My Christmas gift to the family was a videotape of
Kandy’s life, made especially for the occasion by a
friend. I showed it on Christmas morning, hoping it

3

Now, nearly 12 years since the sudden death of our
beloved 21- year-old daughter, I still feel the pain
of her absence. However, the Christmas season no
longer holds feelings of dread. Even though
she is no longer with me physically,
she is forever in my heart.

Bereaved Parents USA

www.bpusastl.org

Parents who have considered divorce are far more
likely to express guilt feelings. Those who have not
considered divorce are more likely to have rarely or
never felt guilt. The small number of cases for those
who have considered divorce, however, makes any
conclusive interpretation difficult to make.

Conclusion: This study provides the first empirically

WHEN CANCELING
A HOLIDAY
IS NOT AN OPTION

would help ease the hurt of Kandy’s absence. None
of us really saw it. We sat like three zombies, each in
our own private hell. I did survive that dreaded first
Christmas, even though the sunshine was gone.

2

T

hrough
the
glass,
I touch
your face.

You, your family & friends
are invited to attend

I trace
your beauty
with my fingertip.
I close my eyes
and
imagine you
sitting
next to me.
Your head
is gently
resting
on my
shoulder
like
it used to.

Memorial Service
December 6, 2012
7:00 p.m.

Located at Blanchette Park,
St. Charles, MO

I feel your presence
with me and
I am at peace.

(Laurie wrote this as she prepared herself
for the 23rd birthday of her daughter, Jodi,
who was killed in a car accident on Jan. 24,
1999.  She found us through our website and
has joined BP/USA as a Member At Large.)

(3rd Thursday, 7-9 PM)
Prairie Edge Garden Center,
18011 Business 161 S.
Bowling Green, MO 63334
Fac: Bill & Vicki Lagemann
(573)242-3632

Bowling Green’s Sibling GROUP

(Meet time same as Bowling Green)
Fac: Wendy Koch (573)822-6123

ST. PETERS /St. Charles Group
(December 13, 7:00 PM)
Knights of Columbus Hall
5701 Hwy N, Cottleville MO
Fac: Mike & Jeanne Francisco
(636) 947–9403

St. Peters’ SIBLING GROUP

Fac: Nikki Boswell
nichole.boswell@gmail.com
(Meets same time as St Peters)

(2nd Tuesday, 7 PM)
Ingersoll Chapel in Troy
211 Boone Street
Troy, MO 63379
Fac: Cindy Morris (636)462–9961

as is customary,
bring a white rose and a candle.
For further information contact:

National SHARE office
1-800-821-6819

Parents of Murdered Children:
Meetings: 3rd Tues 7:30 p.m.

St Alexius Hospital
3933 S Broadway
Mata Weber (618) 972-0429
Butch Hartmann
(314) 487-8989

LIFE CRISIS CENTER:
(Survivors of Suicide)

2650 Olive St,
St. Louis, MO 63103
Meetings: Weds 7:00 p.m.
(314) 647-3100

Business • Facilitators

MEETING
November 14rd & December
11th,
Always a Saturday @ 9:00 AM

BJC Hospital - St. Peters
10 Hospital Drive
Room A/B
St. Peters, MO 63376
All are welcome!

WEST COUNTY Group

Call: Cindy Morris

(4th Tuesday, 7 PM)
Shaare Emeth Congregation,
11645 Ladue (Ballas & Ladue)
St. Louis MO 63141
Facs: Judy Ruby (314)994–1996
Arlene Thomason
(314) 401–2510

(636) 462–9961

Tri-County Chapter

(2nd Thursday)
First Baptist Church
402 North Missouri St
Potosi, MO 63664
Fac: Brenda Wilson
(573)438-4559

Crestwood Group

(2nd Tues. of month, 7:00pm)
Chads Coalition Building
(Formerly Montgomery Bank)
180 Crestwood Plaza.
(9200 Watson Rd.)
St. Louis, Mo. 63126
FAC: Sandy Curran
(314)518-2302
skc4pets@gmail.com

JEFFERSON COUNTY Group
(1st Thursday, 7 PM)
St Rose Catholic Church,
Miller & 3rd St
Desoto, MO
Fac: Ginny Kamp
(636)586-8559

P.A.L.S. (Parents affected by

the loss of a child by suicide)
4th Sat at 10:30 a.m.
St Lukes Hospital (141 & 40)
St. Louis, MO
*Linda Ferhmann
(314) 853-7925

Survivors of Suicide

Baue Funeral Home
620 Jefferson Street
St. Charles, Mo 63301
1st & 3rd Monday
*LF (314) 853-7925

15

GRASP:(Grief Relief After

Substance Passing)
Sundays at 700pm
Harris House
8327 Broadway 63111
MaryAnn Lemonds
(314) 330-7586
malemonds@gmail.com

Open Arms* Parents Left Behind
4355 Butler Hill Rd
Fac: Kathy Myers
(636)343-5262

Bereaved Parents USA

www.bpusastl.org

—Laurie Lizotte, Bangor, ME

BOWLING GREEN Group

TROY, MO Group

If only for a
few moments,
it feels like
you’re back
where you belong.
Through
the glass,
I touch
your face
and
I remember
what you felt like.

Meeting Times and Places

ADDITIONAL MEETINGS

www.bpusast l .org
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BereavedNovember•
Parents
USA
December 2012
hosts

In Memory of our Children
If you have moved, please notify us of your new
address so you will continue to receive this publication!

Bereaved Parents of the USA  Credo

Shaare Emeth Congregation
11645 Ladue Road
St. Louis, MO 63141
Candlelight 2012
1
Margaret’s Corner
2
...Canceling A Holiday ...ot Option
3
A Letter to my Friends
4
A Story of Recovery and Life After Death 5
St. Louis Bulletin Board
6
Love Gifts
9
Infant & Toddlers
8
Sibling Page
11
Telephone Friends
12
Bereaved Parents and Divorce
13
Meeting Times and Places
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INSIDE: November• December 2012

W

e are the parents whose children have died. We are the
grandparents who have buried grandchildren. We are the
siblings whose brothers and sisters no longer walk with us
through life. We come together as BP/USA to provide a haven where
all bereaved families can meet and share our grief journeys. We attend
monthly gatherings whenever we can and for as long as we believe
necessary. We share our fears, confusions, anger, guilt, frustrations,
emptiness and feelings of hopelessness so that hope can be found
anew. As we accept, support, comfort and encourage each other,
we demonstrate to each other that survival is possible. Together we
celebrate the lives of our children, share the joys and triumphs as well
as the love that will never fade. Together we learn how little it matters
where we live, what our color or our affluence is or what faith we
uphold as we confront the tragedies of our children’s deaths. Together,
strengthened by the bonds we forge at our gatherings, we offer what
we have learned to each other and to every more recently bereaved
family. We are the Bereaved Parents of the USA. We welcome you.

Sunday, December 2, 2012
4:00 pm
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